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7TH Street is a main road that runs through a part of Brooklyn, New York. An esplanade with stores and bus
stops, it is the hub of the neighborhood. But, it is also the renowned street that signifies the invisible line; the
cultural divide that separates the Orthodox Jews and the Italian-Americans who live there. ACROSS 7th
STREET is a story of romance and coming of age, during "the last era of innocence” -the early 1960's,
before world events erupted into turbulent times. The story is told by Vincent; a 20-year-old streetwise kid
who grows into a man before our very eyes. Vincent and his father, who is an Italian stonemason work for
many of the Jewish families in the neighborhood. During a job fixing a brick stoop for Mr. Levy, an
Orthodox Jewish businessman, Vincent meets his daughter Rachel. Their attraction to each other is
undeniable but very complicated, because even though they only live a few blocks away from each other -
they are divided by 7th Street. Rachel, 20 years old, is a smart and pretty young woman who is still
controlled by her stern father. Vincent begins to show her a world that is much bigger and more exciting than
the rigid and smothering adult life that has already been planned by her Orthodox Jewish parents. ACROSS
7th STREET connects us to both the joy of new love and the pain of loss. Vincent's friends and family add
humor and a picture of loyalty and compassion as they watch Vincent fall in love with a young woman
whose life couldn’t be any more different than his. ACROSS 7th STREET is truly an unforgettable story
about the power of destiny and the surprising paths our lives often take. Vincent and Rachel’s plans and
unforeseen circumstances take readers on a ride that seems familiar, but changes course at the worst possible
time. The results are quite touching and amusing, sparking nostalgic memories of those times. Similar to
books by Nicholas Sparks; Across 7th Street is filled with a heart-warming and humorous story of the NY
Jewish and Italian-American cultures in the early 60’s.
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From reader reviews:

Esta Banks:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important act, like looking
for your favorite publication and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem; you
can add your knowledge by the publication entitled Across 7th Street. Try to stumble through book Across
7th Street as your pal. It means that it can being your friend when you truly feel alone and beside that of
course make you smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you much
more confidence because you can know anything by the book. So , let us make new experience as well as
knowledge with this book.

Patricia Howard:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive at this point,
people have do something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place
and notice through surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated that for a while is
reading. Yeah, by reading a publication your ability to survive increase then having chance to stand than
other is high. For you personally who want to start reading a new book, we give you this Across 7th Street
book as starter and daily reading reserve. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Charles Shrader:

This book untitled Across 7th Street to be one of several books this best seller in this year, here is because
when you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this book in the
book retailer or you can order it through online. The publisher of this book sells the e-book too. It makes you
easier to read this book, because you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no reason to
you personally to past this book from your list.

Beverly Thomas:

The book untitled Across 7th Street contain a lot of information on the idea. The writer explains the woman
idea with easy means. The language is very clear and understandable all the people, so do not worry, you can
easy to read the item. The book was written by famous author. The author will take you in the new era of
literary works. You can actually read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or product,
so you can read the book within anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you
can start their official web-site and also order it. Have a nice read.
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